Mobility is happening

As the modern workforce mobility increases, up to 29% of corporate data will flow between mobile devices and the cloud by 2018.2 You don’t want your company’s data to be at risk of a breach.

Here are a few security risks that can threaten your organization:

- Device attacks, such as malicious codes in online ads, email attachments, or social media posts, can be used to gain access to device data or control the device’s functions. These can be used to steal sensitive information through web browsers, email attachments, or ad clicks. Attacks on devices, such as malvertising, can come through web browsers, email attachments, or ad clicks.
- Employee behavior at the firmware layer.
- System glitches
- Human error
- Malicious criminal attacks
- Organizational misalignment
- Physical access
- Reports and policies
- Security compliance
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$3.6 million. That figure is on the rise: Since 2015 to 2016.� An attack by a malicious insider or criminal is 22% costlier than spreading malware.� Malvertising (using malicious codes in online ads to spread malware) increased by 133% from 2015 to 2016.� Worse yet, reports show that malvertising is at an all-time high.
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Create balance through trusted hardware

How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices? The answer is in the very building blocks of a device’s security—Surface hardware.

Surface delivers a dozen key features to protect your data—features that are not enough to prevent hackers from accessing your data.
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